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On 24 January 2009,
three walkers lost their
lives in a slab avalanche
at the head of Coire
Tulaich on Buachaille
Etive Mor. The
avalanche engulfed
seven people and
others may have
succumbed had it not
been for the speedy
actions of walkers
nearby, including
some who survived the
avalanche. Later in the
year, on 31 December,
two climbers were
killed on Ben Nevis and
another on Liathach in
Torridon. Altogether, six
were killed in 2009.
The worst year on record for

avalanche fatalities was 1995

when twelve people lost their lives

in avalanches across Scotland –

Torridon, Lochnagar, Creag

Meagaidh, Cairngorms, Glencoe

and the Southern Highlands. In

addition, 22 were injured and 48

were involved in total. The worst

single incident in Scottish

mountaineering took place on 28

December in 1998 when four

people died in an avalanche in the

Aonach an Nid basin on the

eastern side of Aonach Mor.

Incidents like these paint a very

gloomy picture and bring home in

graphic and tragic terms some of

the hazards facing climbers and

walkers who venture into the

mountains in winter. The statistics

show that if you are caught in an

avalanche there is a very real

chance you will die. In fact, there’s

a 14% chance you will die and a

54% chance you will be injured.

Only one third of those involved in

an avalanche escape injury and

walk away virtually unharmed. So,

the chances of leaving the scene

of an avalanche unscathed are

rather small. This is a very important

point and places into perspective

the real dangers of being caught in

an avalanche relative to, for

example, slipping on a path or

becoming mislaid in the cloud.

There was a classic example in

1997. Saturday 11 January was

not particularly inviting from the

point of view of hill walking.

However, on that day three

mountaineers, accompanied by a

pet dog, approached Coire an

Lochain on their way to Ben

Macdui. Visibility was poor and

winds were about 30 mph from

the south west. There had been

some fresh snow and the

avalanche risk was known to be

high. At the bottom of the slope

which leads out of the coire and

onto the plateau, the group

stopped to review the situation.

One member of the party decided

he didn’t wish to continue and

turned back. The remaining two

carried on, along with the dog.

Generally, an ‘avalanche safe’

route exists close to the path

ascending the west side of the

corrie but it needs to be followed

closely and is not easy to track in

poor visibility. Both to the right and

particularly, to the left, just beyond

the Twin Burns, steeper slopes

exist which are frequent avalanche

paths. It appears that the two

walkers wandered in the poor

visibility too far left, on to that part

of the slope where the maximum

accumulation of new windslab lay.

The result was not long delayed

and, without warning, both were

carried off in a large slab

avalanche.

The exact sequence of events is

unclear in the minds of both

victims, but what is certain is that

they were carried from near the

plateau, down about 500 feet onto

the lochan and buried. It seems

both were unconscious for a time

and that initially they were

completely buried at a depth of

about eight feet.

Then came the event which

transformed their no-hope

situation into one which, almost

incredibly, gave them a chance of
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Note: When he died in 2009,
Blyth Wright was the
Coordinator of the
sportscotland Avalanche
Information Service, something
he had done from the
beginning of the service
starting in the late 1980s. Blyth
was keen to continue his
research into Scottish
avalanches and this brief
article is a small tribute to his
work and commitment.

Slab avalanche Photo: Allan Fyffe
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survival. It seems that, as the full

force of the avalanche came to

bear upon the surface of the

lochan, the ice fractured and

allowed a substantial mass of the

debris to pour into the lochan itself.

As this happened, cracks and

crevasses opened up in the debris.

One of the victims regained

consciousness. He was aware of

being buried and trapped but he

was also aware of being able to

breathe. Astonishingly, he could

hear the dog barking. It had

evidently survived the avalanche.

He shouted and was immensely

relieved to receive a reply from his

companion but from what position

or direction he was unable to

determine.

He gradually became aware of

his position. He was buried, still at

a depth of eight feet, with his body

held immobile in the snow.

However, his face was exposed in

the wall of one of the crevasses

which had opened up and he had

a clear air passage through to the

surface. He could hear his

companion, but still not identify his

position. The dog stood guard at

the top of the crevasse, barking

furiously. The will to survive took

charge. The only part of his body

which he could move was his

head and that only in a restricted,

nodding fashion. Using this ability,

over a period of time which must

have amounted to hours, he

succeeded in burrowing down to

his right hand which as fate would

have it, was held in the debris just

above the left breast pocket of his

jacket. Having freed his hand, he

was then able to open the pocket,

which contained his compass.

Using this implement as a shovel,

he then proceeded to dig himself

out of the snow. Darkness was

falling and relief at his own

extrication was tempered by

concern for his companion. He

was alive, but where was he?

Then the first survivor made the

amazing discovery that the two of

them had actually been buried

beside each other, with the second

man’s arm touching the first man’s

leg. The second victim was much

further from the wall of the

crevasse but eventually, with the

aid of his ice axe, which he had

held onto, he was also liberated.

It would have been

understandable if, exhausted by

their efforts, the pair had stayed

put and awaited rescue. After all,

their friend who had turned back

would have been concerned at

their failure to arrive back before

dark and might already have

alerted the rescue services. This is

in fact what had happened and

the Cairngorm MRT was gathering

to search for them. However, the

two walkers showed further

evidence of their self-reliance by

setting off back in the dark, to

reach the ski car park just as the

rescue team was setting out! If

nothing else, this was a supreme

example of self-reliance in action.

So, just how ‘dangerous’ are the

Scottish mountains in winter? Well,

one thing is certain; avalanches

take place and people are caught

in avalanches every winter. Indeed,

people are injured every year and

sometimes there are fatal

incidents. Of those that are

trapped in avalanches, only a

small proportion escape death or

injury. The precise figures change

every year and often fluctuate

abruptly from one year to the next.

For example, in 2009 the Mountain

Rescue Committee of Scotland

(MRCofS) recorded that twenty

one people were involved in

avalanche incidents, but the year

before the number was only

seven. And in 1995, twelve people

died in avalanches but, the year

before, it was one quarter this

number. Many years pass by with

few reported avalanches, no

fatalities and few people injured,

but then the tables turn abruptly

and the figures rise significantly.

Accounting for the extraordinary

variability from one year to the next

is not an easy task. Similarly,

explaining why some years are

particularly ‘bad’ and others ‘good’

is thwart with difficulties. It is

tempting to link the number of

avalanche incidents with

favourable climbing conditions,

snowpack instability or the number

of people climbing and walking.

But there are so many potential

factors that play a part – weather

on the day, weather history,

snowpack structure, slope

angle/aspect, participation levels,

skills and planning ability of

climbers/walkers, time of day,

intentions of the people involved,

availability of relevant information,

geographical location etc – that the
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Figure 1: The number of avalanche incidents
between 1980–2009
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task of explaining why some years

are ‘bad’ or ‘good’ is far from

straightforward. Much is known

about avalanche forecasting and

the Sportscotland Avalanche

Information Service (SAIS) is the

lead authority on this subject, but

despite the seminal work carried

by the SAIS (more later)

avalanches cannot be predicted

with certainty and avalanche

incidents continue to take place.

A look at the exact figures might

enable a better understanding of

the scope of the problem. But,

before we look at the incidents

recorded by the MRCofS, it is vital

to acknowledge that very many

avalanches take place each year

in Scotland which go unnoticed

and unreported and many others

occur where people walk away

without injury. And there are many

‘near misses’. The SAIS is actively

involved in recording these events

as well as the serious ones that

require mountain rescue assistance.

For example, in 2009 the SAIS

recorded 112 avalanches of which

21 involved people. Figure 1

shows the number of avalanche

incidents in the 30-year period

1980–2009. These figures are

based entirely on data recorded by

the Mountain Rescue Committee

of Scotland and published in the

SMC Journal and on the MRCofS

website.

Annual figures for avalanche

incidents vary between one (2007)

and fourteen (1986). Interestingly, a

linear trend analysis (see straight

line which overlays the annual

figures) suggests the number of

incidents across the thirty-year

period is declining. It is still relevant

to recognise the annual variability

(which shows no signs of going

away) but, if you take a broad look

across the period, it seems

relatively safe to conclude that

avalanche incidents are declining.

Further evidence to support this

lies in the figures for number of

fatalities, injured casualties and

number of people involved. In

each case, the trend over thirty

years is downwards. In other

words, the number of incidents,

the number of people who die or

injured and the number of people

involved in avalanches each year

are all declining. Another way to

look at the figures is to examine

the number of incidents each year

as a function of the number of all

mountaineering incidents. The

overall figure is 2% but when this is

broken down into the three

decades, then in the ten year

period 1980/89 the proportion was

3.6%, in the period 1990/99 it was

1.9% and in the last decade it was

1.4%. So, when all these figures

are taken together, we can be

confident in concluding there is a

general downward trend in

avalanche incidents.

The interesting question is to

explain the downward trend. It’s

likely the answer is multi-faceted

but a couple of factors stand out.

The downward trend in incidents

coincides with the twenty-year

operation of the SAIS. It is possible

that in educating hillgoers more

about avalanche hazards and

provided them with forecasting

information, the service has led to

a generation of walkers and

climbers who are more avalanche

savvy and better prepared to face

winter hazards. So today, there

may be a stronger safety culture

towards winter mountaineering

which, in turn, has led to fewer

incidents. Whilst it is impossible to

attribute cause and effect and say

the SAIS is responsible for the

decline, the association does

seem to be strong.

The SAIS has its foundations in

the ‘Scottish Avalanche Project’,

which began in 1988 as an

avalanche forecasting service

funded by the Scottish Sports

Council. It operated in two areas –

Glencoe and the Northern

Cairngorms and ran for two years,

with the addition in 1988-89 of

Lochaber and a weekend pilot

scheme in Lochnagar. After this,

the project was permanently

adopted by the Scottish Sports

Council and became the Scottish

Avalanche Information Service.

Within a year the service was

computerised and reports

became available on the web. The

Southern Cairngorms and Creag

Meagaidh were added in 1996-97

and the service renamed the

Sportscotland Avalanche

Information Service.

Forecasts are based on a five-

point hazard scale: low, moderate,

considerable, high and very high.

Low indicates that the snowpack is

generally well bonded and stable.

The avalanche probability is

described as, ‘triggering is

possible only with high additional

loads on a very few extreme

slopes. Only a few small natural

avalanches (sluffs) possible.’ At the

other end of the scale Very High

indicates the snowpack is

generally weakly bonded and

largely unstable. Under these

conditions, ‘numerous large

natural avalanches are likely, even

on moderately steep slopes.’ Daily

forecasts of the snow, avalanche

and climbing conditions at the five

climbing areas are published and

the SAIS is the main source of

dissemination of the snow and

avalanche reports with over 3000

visits to the website on a busy

winter’s day.

Avalanche: a chance in a million?
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Another factor, which may have

contributed to the fall in avalanche

incidents, is that mountaineers are

now better prepared. It can be

argued with some confidence that

people who walk and climb in

Scotland are much better

equipped and informed than they

were twenty or thirty years ago. As

a result, they are better organised

for dealing with a wide variety of

mountain hazards both in summer

and winter, including avalanche

risk. How is this? Well if you look at

changes in clothing, footwear,

equipment, availability of

information materials and courses

and online access to weather and

avalanche information, it is clear

that, in broad terms, hillgoers are

more knowledgeable than they

once were. You only have to look

at equipment/clothing for winter to

see this. Ice axes are

ergonomically more efficient,

crampons are engineered to suit

different types of boot and types of

activity and clothing is much more

functional. Of course, these alone

do not make it less likely someone

will be caught in an avalanche but

they are indicative of a more

informed and safer approach to

winter travel. All this is born out by

a rise in mountaineering

participation, which is not

mirrored, by a proportionate rise in

incidents.

All of this is conjecture and there

is no way of knowing with certainty

why incidents rise and fall each

year or why it appears the number

of annual incidents is slowing

down. As already noted, Figure 1

reveals the extent of the problem

and it might be useful to put this

into perspective. When the

number of avalanche incidents

that result in injury/death each year

is compared to the overall number

of mountaineering incidents, it

turns out the proportion is actually

quite low.

Table 1 lists the major ‘causes’

and shows that other factors

(some in combination) are much

more likely to result in a mountain

incident than an avalanche.

It is important to put the problem

of avalanches into perspective. It is

a relatively rare phenomenon and

it also one that is declining over

time. However, readers may be

interested to note some other facts

about avalanche incidents. One

might suspect they take place

during a relatively narrow time

period. In fact, they occur across a

six months period in the year (late

October to late April). However, the

most common period is the month

of February, which accounts for

35% of all incidents. There is a

common perception that

avalanches mainly involve

climbers on named routes (mostly

gullies). This is not the case. The

split between those who are

walking (who may be on their way

to/from a climb) and climbing is

almost 50/50. In other words, half

of all incidents occur on open

slopes, ridges and other areas,

which are not typically defined as

climbing routes. Finally, it’s worth

pointing out that many avalanche

incidents are self-triggered (12%)

although it is likely this figure

underestimates the true picture.

Information from the SAIS

suggests it could be much higher.

What of the future? Hopefully, the

overall decline in avalanche

incidents will continue. And, if

global warming comes home to

roost then the mountains will be

devoid of snow, and avalanches

will be a thing of the past. But that

is likely to be many years away

and beyond the lifetime of readers.

In the meantime, it seems safe to

conclude that walkers and

climbers will continue to be

avalanched, that the numbers will

rise and fall considerably each

year and that three key areas –

Ben Nevis/Grey Corries/Mamores

(29% of all incidents), Cairngorm

Northern Corries (22% of all

incidents) and Glencoe/Buachaille

Etive Mor (20% of all incidents) will

continue to dominate the

Avalanche: a chance in a million?

Cause %

Overdue 29

Slips 27

Poor navigation 23

Lost/mislaid 21

Bad planning 18

Falls 16

Cragfast 1

Cause %

Inadequate equipment 11

Medical problem 11

Poor timing 8

Group separation 7

Avalanche 2

River crossing 1

Table 1: Key ‘causes’ of mountaineering
incidents

Full depth avalanche North Wales
Photo: Pete Robertson, Llanberis MRT
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avalanche ‘league table’. It should

be noted that the avalanche

forecasting service covers each of

these areas.

At the present time, members of

the MRCofS and the SAIS are

working together to establish a

complete database of all

avalanche incidents with a view to

presenting to the public and the

outdoor community a full and true

picture of the avalanche situation

in Scotland.

Over the past 30 years there has

been an average of just over five

avalanche incidents each year

serious enough to require

mobilisation of the emergency

services. Compare this with

sportscotland’s estimate of around

six million ‘mountaineering

participation’ days each year in

Scotland. So it seems that, even

though the consequences of being

caught in an avalanche can be

very serious, the likelihood is

extremely low – a chance in a

million!

There are a number of excellent

resources available on the subject

of avalanches, avalanche

awareness, forecasting, etc. The

SAIS focuses on avalanches and

the Mountaineering Council of

Scotland (MCofS), as well as

agencies such as Glenmore

Lodge, run mountain safety

courses, some focusing on

avalanche awareness. The MCofS

website provides comprehensive

information on avalanche safety.
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